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. Introduction
A normed linear space is called an inner product space if there is an inner product (x, y) defined in it such that ||x|| = (x, x) . There is a long list of conditions on the norm, called norm postulates, strong enough to characterize inner product spaces amongst normed linear spaces. The best known norm postulate is by Jordan and von Neumann [7] , (JN) x, y € X , \\x + yf + \\x-yf = 2(||x|| (ii) Pythagorean orthogonality is unique.
Proof. (i) Suppose X is strictly convex and isosceles orthogonality is not unique. I t can be easily seen that there must exist x # 0 , y (. X , and a number a > 0 , such that x I. y and x L ax + y . The function q{t) = ||y+te|| , -°° < t < « , is a strictly convex function with q(l) = q(-l) and 17(0+1) = q(a-l) . In the case 0 < a S 2 we see that 
(ii)
Let us assume that pythagorean orthogonality i s not unique. Then we must have elements x i-0 and y € X , and a number a > 0 such that x I y and x I ax + y ; that i s o Setting ^( i ) = ||«/+fcc|| we have, "by ( l ) ,
Clearly g i s a convex function on -°° < t < to . Let us f i r s t prove that for 0 < t < 1 and s and s such that S^S-,) / ? 
where the inequalities will be strict if g[s ) # g{s^\ • That proves (1») Now suppose 0 < a < 1 ; we get by using (2), (3), and (k),
and that yields
contradicting (5).
In the case a > 1 , we use convexity of g , and (2) and (3) 
contradicting (7)-In the case a = 1 we have
which is false. Thus in all cases we get a contradiction. Hence
Pythagorean orthogonality is unique in any nonned linear space.
Characterizations of inner product spaces
We begin with a theorem that combines two results of Day ( [7] , Theorems 5.1j 5-2), characterizing inner product spaces. 
Hence (ii) ^ (iii).

We now prove (iii) °* (i)
.
II
That means ||x|| = ||s|| = l . Let a and Then y € X are such t h a t \\x+y\\ = \\x\\ + \\y\\ . By repeated application of (Lj) we will have, for a l l n 2 1 , \\y+a n xf = \\yf + ||a n *|| 2 .
Then, for a l l n > 1 ,
In the limit we obtain, from (13),
where N {x, y) is the right-hand Gateaux derivative of the norm functional at x in the direction of y . Equation {±k) shows that x ]_ y (see James [6] ). Thus x I y °* x J_ y . Therefore X is an inner product space by Theorem 5. The necessity of (L^) is easy.
To complete the picture we have the following: That completes the proof of Theorem 7-REMARK 8. A proof of (iii) appears in [ 3 , p . 155] where i t i s l i s t e d as criterion (M). In a paper, Holub [4] has announced the equivalence of (i) and (ii) without proof in the equivalent form, namely: x, y € X , \\x\\ = ||i,|| ^x + j / l j X -y . Proof. Set a+l We see that y is a convex combination of two points of the unit sphere which is false since y was taken to be an extreme point of the unit 'ball.
Thus X must be strictly convex. Now suppose (ii) does not imply (Hi). By induction one gets that y l j x =* ||z/+x|| = ||Z> W z/+x|| + ||j/+a"x|| -\\b n y+a n x\\ , n > 1 .
Let x J_
This in the limit yields 2 2 2
which is sufficient for X to be an inner product space,as seen in Theorem 5.
THEOREM 11. Let X be a normed linear space and 0 < a, b < l .
Consider the following statements:
(i) X is an inner produot space;
(ii) x, y € X and 
